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Dr. Anurag Agarwal, one of our board certified facial plastic surgeons, has been modi-
fying his facelift technique over the past 4 years, and feels that The UpliftTM offers 
an ideal solution for tightening the jawline and upper neck. The beauty of this proce-
dure is that it offers dramatic results, with about a one week recovery. The UpliftTM is 
performed under local anesthesia, and takes about 2½ hours to perform. There are no 
drains involved.

This type of a facelift does not replace the need for an endoscopic midface lift or a 
quadraplanar neck lift in the appropriate patient. An individual consultation is essen-
tial to determine if you are a candidate for this new procedure. Please check out our 
website to view the videos featuring The UpliftTM  by Dr. Agarwal.

Please call 239-594-9100 to schedule your treatment!
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Valentine’s Day is around the corner! Let us help you look and feel your best.

Dr. Maloney and Dr. Agarwal Featured as “Top Docs”

The latest issue of Moving with Style high-
lighted the top doctors in Naples, Florida. 

Our facial cosmetic and facial plastic sur-
geons, Dr. Maloney and Dr. Agarwal, were 
the cover feature and inside story. Check out 
the full spread by clicking below.  

InStyle
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Injectables such as Botox, Restylane, Juvederm, Radiesse, and Artefill can 
refresh your appearance just in time for Valentine’s Day!

All treatments are Physician Administered, from our double board certified 
Facial Plastic Surgeons. 
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Radiesse Used to Plump Up Skeletal Hands

Aging hands can be a dead give-away as to one’s age, espe-
cially after having facial rejuvenation surgery. Radiesse can 
be injected into the hollows of the hands to plump them up, 
lasting about one year. 

MD Lash Factor can significantly lengthen your eyelashes
MD Lash Factor has been used by our staff to lengthen their eyelashes, 
and they are thrilled with the results. 

Lashes will appear longer and thicker within one month of using MD 
Lash Factor, once a day. Call Sharon or Brandi, our licensed aestheti-
cians, for more information at 239-594-9100. 
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